Abstract. For an m-complete lattice L (m is an infinite regular cardinal) and subset X of L that m-generates L, we prove a Normal Form Theorem for elements of L expressed as polynomials over X. This generalizes a theorem of B. Jonsson in which such a representation is found for the lattice L freely m-generated by a poset X. We also apply this result to free m-products of m-complete lattices. Henceforth, L and X are as above. The rank of a E L (with respect to X), denoted by p(a), is the least a such that a E Xa. Whenever we write V^» it is to be understood that TEL and 0 < \T\ < m. An element a E L is strictly m-join-reducible (with respect to X) iff a = V T for some TEL and p(t) < p(a) for all t E T; in this case, the representation a = \/ T is called strict. Any element that is not strictly m-join-reducible is called strictly m-join-irreducible. We shall also use the dual concepts.
Henceforth, L and X are as above. The rank of a E L (with respect to X), denoted by p(a), is the least a such that a E Xa. Whenever we write V^» it is to be understood that TEL and 0 < \T\ < m. An element a E L is strictly m-join-reducible (with respect to X) iff a = V T for some TEL and p(t) < p(a) for all t E T; in this case, the representation a = \/ T is called strict. Any element that is not strictly m-join-reducible is called strictly m-join-irreducible. We shall also use the dual concepts.
Every element of X is strictly m-join-irreducible and strictly m-meetirreducible. Obviously, every element of L -X is strictly m-join-reducible or strictly m-meet-reducible. Our main result is the Normal Form Theorem. Let L be an m-lattice that is m-generated by the set X. If a E L is strictly m-join-reducible, then there is a strict representation a = V Tsucn that (i) every element of T is strictly m-join-irreducible; (ii) if t = /\S is a strict representation of some t £ T, then s £ a for all s £ S.
1. Applications. Before coming to the proof of the Normal Form Theorem, we will give two of its corollaries. An element a of an m-lattice L is m-join-reducible iff it has a representation a = \J T with a G T. The first corollary, due to B. Jónsson [3] , motivated the present paper.
Corollary
1. Let L be the completely free m-lattice generated by the poset X. If a E L is m-join-reducible, then there is a representation a = \J T such that (i) every element of T is m-join-irreducible; (u) if t E T -X, then there is a representation t = /\ S such that s £ a for all s G S.
Proof. By P. Crawley and R. A. Dean [1] , no element of L can be both m-join-reducible and m-meet-reducible, and every element of X is m-joinirreducible. Therefore, m-join-reducible and strictly m-join-reducible are equivalent properties in L. Proof. By G. Grätzer and D. Kelly [2] , no element of L -X can be both m-join-reducible and m-meet-reducible. Therefore, m-join-reducible and strictly m-join-reducible are equivalent properties in L -X. Let a = \/ T0 be a strict representation satisfying the conditions of the theorem. For each t E T0 that satisfies / < a(/) for some / G /, replace / in T0 by a(0, to form T. Then a = \J T and this is a representation satisfying the conditions of the corollary.
In [2] , the second corollary is applied to show that the free m-product construction preserves semidistributivity. Similarly as in [3] , we can prove a minimal property of the representation in Corollary 2. (We use the Structure Theorem of [2] in the proof.)
Proposition. Let L, X and a = \J T be as in Corollary 2. If a = \J T is any representation, then for each t E T -X there exists t' E T' with t < t'.
Proof. Let t E T -X and / = /\ S be a representation that satisfies (ii) of Corollary 2, and consider the valid inequality /\S < V T'. By (iii),4 (C) cannot apply. Also, by (ii), (AW) cannot apply, leaving only (Wy); this means that / < t' for some f E 7".
The reader may find it of interest to compare Corollary 2 with the minimal 3a(/) is the lower cover of a in L,, see [2] . \C), (pW), (Wy) refer to conditions in the Structure Theorem of [2] .
form theorem for free products in the finitary case, see H. Lakser [4] .
2. Proof of the theorem. It is easily shown by induction on the rank that for any strictly m-join-reducible element a of L, there is T E L such that a = V T is a strict representation and (i) holds. From now on, a is a fixed strictly m-join-reducible element of L.
Following B. Jónsson [3] , for R EL, C(R) denotes the set of elements b £ L such that b E R or b < V T, where T E R and p(t) < p(b) for all / E T. For R, R' E L, R -< R' will mean that R E C(R'). Since C(C(R)) = C(R), the relation -< quasi-orders the class of all subsets of L.
Lemma. Let Q be a chain (with respect to inclusion) of subsets of L whose intersection is D. If R -< S whenever R D S in C, then R -< D for every r e e. We now return to the proof of the theorem. Let A be the set of elements b of L such that p(b) < p(a), b < a, and b is strictly m-join-irreducible. Let % be the class of all subsets R of L such that R -< R' implies that R = R' whenever R' E R.
We define a sequence of subsets of A. Let R0 = A. If Ra is defined and Ra E %, we terminate the sequence and set R = Ra; if Ra $. %, then choose b E Ra such that Äa -< (Ra -{b}) and set Ra+l = Ra -{b}. If the Rß have been defined for ß < a, where a is a limit ordinal, then we define Ra = (~)(Rß\ß < a). By the Lemma, A -< Ra whenever Ra is defined.
Since the sequence is strictly decreasing, it must terminate; thus R £ % is defined and A -< R.
It is clear that R satisfies condition (i) of the theorem. Assuming that (ii) fails, there is r E R and a strict representation r = /\ S such that í < a for some 5 E S. If s is strictly m-join-reducible, let s = V B be a strict representation such that (i) holds; otherwise, B = {s}. In either case, BEA. Thus, B -< R and since p(b) < p(r) for all b E B, we conclude that B -< (R -{/•}). It follows that R -< (R -{/}), which contradicts R E %, concluding the proof that R satisfies (ii).
We have already observed that there is AQ E A with 0 < |^40| < m such that a = V A0. Thus there is T E R with 0 < |r| < m such that A0 -< T.
Clearly, a = \/ T and this representation satisfies all the conditions of the theorem.
